
The topic of our work is alienation lyric, especially that in the early works of Dane Zajc, Veno Taufer,
Gregor Strniša (his collections from the years 1958–1965) and also in the mature core of Svetlana
Makarovič´s poetry (poems from the first half of the seventies, 20th century). In that time, the magazines
Revija 57 and Perspektive were of significant influence on cultural climate of the period in Slovenia and
they were also the intellectual background of artistic creation. There are several other lyrists working
simultaneously with alienation poets and being close to them in some aspects: Boţo Vodušek, Edvard
Kocbek, Saša Vegri and Niko Grafenauer. Resemblance of their works to those of alienation lyric can
partly be ascribed to the influence of existential philosophy which had a significant impact on Slovenian
literary creation as well as on the cultural life as a whole in the sixties of the 20th century.
We chose the viewpoint of the alienation lyric´s fictional worlds in order to analyze and interpret
particular collections of alienation poetry, the theoretical background for delimiting fictional worlds of
lyric being Miroslav Červenka´s reflexions. Central point of attention in our work is the lyrical subject
and we also emphasize the existence of small fictional worlds (particular poems or series of poems) that
construct fictional worlds of particular collections of poems, particular authors or the whole branch of
poetry. These worlds are interlinked. The main theme and intellectual basis of all fictional worlds of
alienation poetry is the human existence: Dane Zajc perceives it as dwelling in an inhospitable and
absurd world being ruled by dark and cruel power. The possibility of transcending the subject is very
much limited. Veno Taufer uses his fictional worlds to ask questions about the possibility of fulfilling
one´s existence, his major forming principles are irony and implications of pun. Communication is an
important feature of human existence for Zajc and Taufer. In the fiction worlds of Gregor Strniša, the
topic of human existence is framed within the context of a myth in a space perspective and it is usually
depicted as a struggle, often a vain one. The motifs of creation and creating are also significant. 


